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Stephen D. L' Abbe, sui juris (Independent) 
% 1614 Manitou Avenue 
Boise, Idaho 83706 
Special Appearance with assistance 
Under Protest and Objection 
In The Supreme Court of 
The State of Idaho, 







Citation No: 1571144 
unconstitutional Plaintiff, Vio. -Speeding Code Section 49-654(2) 
"Case No." CR-IN-2012-0021020 
vs. 4, 
MANDATORY JUDICIAL NOTICE 
Stephen D. L' Abbe RULE ER 201 
APPELLANT'S BRIEF defendant, Appellant 
To the Supreme Court of the State of Idaho 
cc: ATTORNEY GENERAL, Lawrence Wasden 
cc: OFFICE OF THE COURT of the 4th District, Ada County 
cc: PROSECUTING ATTORNEY'S OFFICE, City of Boise 
I, Stephen D. L' Abbe, hereby attest and affirm that, to the best of my knowledge 
and belief, the following is true and correct this date: October 28,2013. 
OFFER of PROOF: (Attachments) 
Copy of De-facto "Court Trial" filed October 10,2012 
Copy of Notice of Hearing- filed May 26, 2013 
Copy of Order Affirming Judgment on Appeal-no signature/date 
Copy of De-facto "Court Hearing" time element May 1,2013 
Copy of Letter of inquiry and response from L' Abbe' May 2, 2013 
Copy of Request to inspect or copy Judicial Records May 20, 2013 
Copy of Addendum Discovery Disclosure May 29, 2013 
Copy of Notice of Hearing -May 29th , 2013 filed May 3, 2013 
Copy of Mandatory Judicial Notice filed May 21, 2013 
Copy of Demand for payment of fees from Municipal Services Bureau 9/26/13 
Copy of CD Hearing: McLaughlin-[5/29/13]-(Speeding) CRIN-2012-0021020 
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REQUIRED MANDATORY JUDICIAL NOTICE OF JUDICATIVE 
COGNIZANCE PURSUANT TO RULES OF EVIDENCE 
1. RULE ER 201 
JUDICIAL NOTICE OF ADJUDICATIVE FACTS 
(a) Scope of Rule. This rule governs only judicial notice of adjudicative facts. 
(b) Kinds of Facts. A judicially noticed fact must be one not subject to 
reasonable dispute in that it is either (l) generally known within the territorial 
jurisdiction of the trial court or (2) capable of accurate and ready determination by resort 
to sources whose accuracy cannot reasonably be questioned. 
(c) When Discretionary. A court may take judicial notice, whether requested or not. 
(d) When Mandatory. A court shall take judicial notice if requested by a 
party and supplied with necessary information. 
(e) Opportunity to be heard. A party is entitled upon timely request to an 
opportunity to be heard as to the propriety of taking judicial notice and the tenor of the 
matter noticed. In the absence of prior notification, the request may be made after judicial 
notice has been taken. 
(1) Time of Taking Notice. Judicial notice may be taken at any stage of the 
proceeding. 
[Adopted effective April 2, 1979] 
[Date Oct. 28, 2013. # CR-IN-2012-21020 M J Notice/Brief/speeding!- Page N rule of38,] 
I. OPENING STATEMENT 
1. L' Abbe is not an Attorney; and is acting in his own Unalienable Right to self 
defense at all times and places whatever, as guaranteed by the Constitution for the United States 
of America and by the Constitution of Idaho, as well as by numerous Supreme Court Rulings that 
must be treated with appropriate considerations. 
L' Abbe is standing Proper Person with assistance; therefore is proceeding 
from curiosity and may need assistance to understand the nature and cause of these 
unconstitutional actions. 
2. There is no possibility of determining the nature of a case that does not exist. If 
there is no remedy, there is no law. L' Abbe's "appeal" had absolutely no chance at touching 
the hands of justice as the district tribunal's "intermediate appellate decision that affirmed 
the magistrate's judgment finding L' Abbe' guilty," clearly reveals. 
3. The Courts repeatedly fail to address questions of jurisdiction and Constitutional 
protections in order to protect their corporate agenda, instead unconstitutionally denying remedy 
for a position of power. Remedial action isn't of even the slightest interest in a corporate tribunal 
using deception to present only the illusion of justice. 
4. Essential questions regarding jurisdiction, Constitutional protections, and conflict of 
interest are not examined in an Article I corporate tribunal, because it's an inappropriate venue. 
Our unalienable rights are plundered by threat, duress and coercion (TDC), through blatantly 
unconstitutional demands of unwavering "conformity" to corporate authority. (See Offer of Proof 
- Demand for Payment) 
5. Defendant was unconstitutionally convicted under color of law known as revised 
statute code, hence requiring this court to right this treasonous act. 
6. Appellant/defendant L' Abbe Demands a i h Amendment Court as an 
absolutely essential venue for determining questions of law, thereby securing his Constitutional 
guarantee of the right to due process, whereby a fully informed jury is the final check. 
7. Criminal action can only be appropriately applied in a corporate contract as there is 
no Constitutional authority provided to the State of Idaho decreeing any action as criminal 
regarding non-corporate sovereign inhabitants, without ratification of commencement (Damaged 
Party). (See Title 28 § 1604 - 6th Amendment - IRCP Rule 2 Form of Action - See 
page 15 # (19) Miranda v. Arizona) nth Amendment 
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8. Distortion of language will not be acceptable to unconstitutionally 
Charged defendant. Redefinition and/or translation from the common usage 
copyrighted by usage long ago, is copyright infringement, sleight of hand and 
coercion. The esoteric attempt to justify it through "judicial interpretation". 
9. L' Abbe has demanded his Constitutionally secured unalienable rights be 
safeguarded throughout these administrative proceedings, at all times. 
10. Defendant L' Abbe has realized the State ofIdaho (Corporate designation of 
continuing fraud perpetuated on We the People) has denied access to a i h Amendment 
Court, as is validated by one of the corporate state's prosecutor's when he said, "an 
Article III Court does not exist in the State of Idaho." 
(See Page 16 #(32) United States v. Lee) 
11. Defendant L' Abbe has arrived at the inevitable conclusion the State of Idaho 
thinks it may, at will, unconstitutionally initiate an action against one of We the People 
without remedy or 6th Amendment due process, thereby routinely stepping outside of its 
rigid Constitutional authority as government employees fail to honor their oaths to uphold 
and defend the Constitution. 
(a) Defendant L' Abbe' received a correspondence via U. S. Mail informing him of a 
May 1, 2013 Notice of Hearing for Oral Argument at 3:00 pm. That notice was file stamped April 
26,2013 and sent May 1, 2013, (See attached Offer of Proof) On May 2nd Defendant received the 
mailing, hence the written correspondence directed to District Judge Michael McLaughlin on that 
same day. (See attached offer of proof) 
(b) The court sent correspondence Order Affirming Judgment on Appeal on May 3rd, 
And defendant received said mailing the following day. District Judge McLaughlin did not affix a 
signature to the document, Nor did the Deputy Clerk sign the adjoining certificate of mailing. 
(See attached offer of proof) 
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(c) On the same day McLaughlin sent the Order Affirming Judgment on Appeal May 3rd 
2013, he (re) set the matter (Notice of Hearing) for Oral Argument on May 29th 2013 @ 4:00 pm. 
Said notice was file stamped May 3rd • Certificate of Mailing signed and mailed May 6th, was 
signed by the Deputy Clerk. (See attached Offer of Proof) 
(d) This tribunal has from the commencement of this unconstitutional action again 
violated defendant's due process rights when, at its own discretion entered its "oral" ruling on the 
record, furthermore directing the State to provide a written order upholding its ruling and 
affirming its judgment. 
(e) It is the duty and responsibility of the District Judge, the prosecutor, and the Clerk to be 
well aware of the file stamp date of April 26, relative to the May 1st Hearing date, as the minutes 
from this corporate administrative procedure violating defendant's right to stage his own 
defense - indicates. 
(f) The fact a tlhearing" was conducted under these circumstances once again clearly 
reveals the corporate State of Idaho's agenda blockading the right to Due Process. The State 
simply ignored the fact it attempted to abrogate L'Abbe's Due Process rights, and simply reset a 
new date to which defendant L' Abbe' objects. If L' Abbe' had not brought this unconstitutional 
action to the court's attention - he is held responsible. Otherwise the written order upholding 
the tloral ruling" was well on its way to being unconstitutionally enforced. 
(g) The judicial and Executive Departments co-operate in concert to create a collateral 
attack on the defendant, attempting to blindside him as these offers of proof indicate. 
Proof of how Due Process, Checks and Balances and Separation of Powers are 
systematically violated, reveals without a shadow of a doubt conflict-of-interest-because the 
prosecutorial team are parties to the action. Magistrates, judges, Clerks, Prosecutors and statute 
enforcement officers are all employed by City, County or State governments. 
(h) Earlier in this administrative procedure, the prosecutor appropriately acknowledged to 
the court how his office neglected to perform its due diligence in providing defendant L' Abbe' a 
reasonable time to respond to his correspondence. A point raised by the defendant. 
Defendant fully recognizes this hearing was conducted with the prosecutor's full 
knowledge ofthis fact, thus revealing a complete absence of integrity in this collateral attack. 
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(i) Defendant believes a well-intentioned rigid Constitutionally sworn judge would take 
care to insure that L' Abbe's rights are not abrogated, observe the file stamp date on the 
document and see clearly, defendant would have too little if any time, to reasonably respond. 
Instead Judge McLaughlin reaffirms the lower court's decision presuming case and 
statue law are the basis for the Magistrate's jurisdiction. All of this unfolded not only without an 
appropriately notified defendant, but without a damaged party filing a verified complaint. 
(j) The court unconstitutionally proclaims it has the authority to decree the defendant's 
6th Amendment rights have not been violated. The State of Idaho does not have the authority to 
decree when defendant's unalienable rights have or have not been violated. Mr. Idaho has yet 
to file a verified complaint for damages. The "enforcement officer" was not a damaged party, 
nor was he a witness to a damaged party filing a verified complaint against L' Abbe'. (See 
Mandatory Judicial Notice 5/22/2013 and Addendum Discovery Disclosure 5/29/2013.( See 
Offer of Proof attached) 
(k) The defendant's right to introduce evidence (auto hearing 12-6-10) for his own 
defense was systematically denied in a file stamped March 18,2013 -signed March 18, 2013 
Order to objection, filed by the defendant. So much for protecting those 6th Amendment rights, 
amongst others. 
(I) The defendant did not enter a plea as is indicated on the 10/10/12 docket filing. 
L' Abbe' cannot enter a plea if jurisdiction is presumed, not proven. The unconstitutional entry of 
a plea to which the defendant has objected. This tribunal not only attempted to force a plea, it 
also as is indicated in the May 1, 2013 minutes ofthe "hearing", decreed that defendant had a 
right to a jury trial in accordance to case law. Rubber stamp juries determining only finding of 
facts and not whether the (statute code) protects defendant's unalienable rights, is the noose 
the state uses to tie around the defendant's neck - without redress. The ultimate violation of 
our Republic's system of checks and balance. 
(m) Administrative courts are simply not designed to preside over matters of 
Jurisdiction I Constitutional Protections. i h Amendment courts affording Constitutional 
Protections preside over Constitutional matters. Finding of guilt by Magistrate Gardunia, a party 
to the action, is irrefutable evidence as well as an indictment on a system bent on destroying, not 
preserving our secured unalienable rights. One wouldn't build an airplane from a blueprint to 
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build a house. L' Abbe' reiterates his objection to this "hearing" reset May 29,2013, and entreats 
this court to dismiss this action on its merits with prejudice. 
12. In other words, the State ofldaho creates the illusion that it has "absolute 
authority," attempting to leave defendant with no other option but to unconditionally 
accept revised statute code the "finished" product of a British Attorney's Registry panel 
- - - as law. Mindful reading of this brief will clearly illustrate why revised statute code is 
not law. See Page 15 #(24) [In RE SELF v. Rhay] and #(20) Parosa v. Tacoma. 
13. Our Founding Fathers most certainly did not have in its collective mindset, 
procedures and policies dictated by corporate elitist agenda blockading the fundamental 
responsibility of We the People aimed at addressing issues concerning our Constitutional 
protections. [See Page 16 #(25) Scott v. Sandford and #(22) Reid v. Covert] 
14. Unconstitutional action initiated by the State of Idaho creates a federal 
question that can only be resolved in a federal venue. The State has elected to ignore its 
rigid Constitutional responsibility providing access to a 7th Amendment Court, while 
creating voluminous revised statute codes as a device for collecting revenue and 
establishing totalitarian control of the people, absent of organic Constitutional authority. 
(See Table of Cases Page 15 # (19) Miranda v. Arizona) 
15. There are also over 2,927 pages of court rules we must navigate in order to 
seek justice. James Madison obviously saw this coming. (See Federalist papers # 62) 
(See page 18, July 20, 2012 Mandatory Judicial Notice) 
16. When one of We the People choose to exercise our Right of Redress 
Of Grievances, the State of Idaho makes every attempt to insure jurisdictional 
and Constitutional protection issues are blockaded with policies, procedures, 
opinions, codes, and whatever technicalities it can dream up. 
[See Table of Cases # Page 15 #(18) Main v. Thiboutot 
and Page 16 # (26) Spooner v. McConnell] 
(See June 1, 2012 points 7 through 18 Demand for Verified Complaint) 
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17. Lower Appellate Court ruled L'Abbe was "not entitled" to a jury trial 
because it is an infraction case, attempting to miss-use revised statute code as "so 
called law." Unpublished Judicial Opinion # (620) not cited as authority was 
unconstitutionally presented as an enforcement device assessing a liability against 
defendant. Again violating Checks and Balance, Separation of Powers and Due 
Process. 
(See Table of Cases Page 15 #(20) Parosa v. Tacoma and #(24) In Re Self v. Rhay) 
18. On October 12, 2012 Magistrate Gardunia committed ACTIONABLE FRAUD 
when she ordered that "her" tribunal had "Lawful" jurisdiction in this unconstitutional 
action. She acted in concert with the prosecutor, acting as the jury, assessing an $85.00 
liability without a verified damaged party, thereby acting out side of her rigid 
Constitutional authority. All of defendant L'Abbe's motions were denied. Again violating 
the right to Due Process in what Gurdunia called "the right court." 
19. Again, the lower tribunals attempt to use revised statute code as a device 
to plunder defendant L'Abbe's right and responsibility challenging State of Idaho's 
unconstitutional action, presuming it can create an "entitlement" regarding his right to a 
fully informed yth Amendment jury trial. State of Idaho has no Rigid Constitutional 
authority to contend that a fundamental right is an entitlement or privilege. 
20. Jury decision is not born of an "entitlement granted" by corporate 
government - - - it is a sovereign unalienable right recognized by our Founding Fathers 
in the rigid Constitution. 
A yth Amendment Court again is the only appropriate venue pursuant to Rigid 
Constitution determining whether revised statute code 49-654(2) safeguards L'Abbe's 
organic Constitutionally secured unalienable rights. 
21. Rights recognized by our Founding Fathers as reflected so eloquently in 
the rigid Constitution cannot be surrendered, as the current so called system of "justice" 
demands that We the People do, by threat, duress, and coercion. To accept the absence 
of a yth Amendment Court, is to absolutely reject the divine principles previously 
recog n ized. 
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22. The State of Idaho is, by its nature, eminently absent of the divine 
principles underlying rigid Constitutional government, central to the sustenance 
of our divine Republic. 
23. There exists no citable authority pursuant to rigid Constitution, providing the 
"State ofIdaho" any authority to assess fines / liabilities and prosecute one of We the 
People for "infractions" without a damaged party, Idaho Rules of Court Procedure Rule 
17(a) Real Party ofInterest. (See Rule 2 IRCP Civil Action) 
24. State ofIdaho's "burden of proof' only requires the state to provide 
testimony by a corporate officer as to whether or not defendant acted contrary to revised 
"statute code", absent of the acid test of jury decision, examining not only the facts, but 
the law itself. Officer's testimony in this corporate tribunal supersedes any other 
testimony or offering of proof presented, and organic Constitution. 
25. Officer leffStile's credibility as State's witness against defendant Stephen D. 
L' Abbe' Case No. CR-IN-2012-0021 020 has come into question due to the issues revealed in 
Prosecutor Ralph R. Blount's Addendum Discovery Disclosure. (See attached Offer of Proof) 
Any jury hearing this case must be informed as to these facts as a part of their decision 
making process. 
26. Defendant here and now demands a ill Amendment jury trial, as he has from 
The commencement of this action. The Addendum Discovery Disclosure reveals once 
again why fully informed jury decision is absolutely essential. 
(a) NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: In accordance to Rule 17 Idaho Court Rules. 
The above named appellant Stephen D. L' Abbe' appeals against the above 
named respondent to Idaho Supreme Court from the Senior District Judge's review of 
oral argument- finding reaffirming guilty ruling, entered in the above entitled action on 
the 7th day of June 2013, by Senior District Judge Michael McLaughlin of the corporate 
tribunal, presiding. Defendant could not enter a plea unless jurisdiction was proven, not 
presumed. L' Abbe' provided offer of proof for fifteen minutes, the State issued no 
response. 
(b) That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and 
judgments or orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders under and 
pursuant to organic Constitution, the undisputable Supreme Law of the Land. 
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(c) Blatant issues on appeal: Conflict of Interest. 
Referenced from Standard of Review page 3 of June 7, 2013 Memorandum 
Decision. Dennett v. Kuenzli, Ficarro v. McCoy amongst others are lower court Idaho cites, 
which are not authority. These cases clearly illustrate defendant's point in fact - -
government cannot preside over actions to which they are a party. Violation of checks and 
balances, Due process - Conflict of Interest. 
27. The Eleventh Amendment: 
1795, [See Page 15#(21)Penhallow v. Doane's Administraters (3 U.S. 54; 1 L.Ed. 57; 3 Dall, 54)] 
"Inasmuch as every government is an artificial person, an abstraction, and a creature of the mind 
only, a government can interface only with other artificial persons, The imaginary, having neither 
actuality nor substance, is foreclosed from creating and attaining parity with the tangible. The 
legal manifestation ofthis is that no government, as well as any law, agency, aspect, court, etc. 
can concern itself with anything other than corporate, artificial persons and the contracts between 
them." - Supreme Court of the United States 1795 And, 
"An attorney for the plaintiff cannot admit evidence into the court. He is either an 
attorney or a witness". [See Page 16 #(30) Trinsey v. Pagliaro, 229 F.Supp. 647) 
28. District Judge Michael McLaughlin acted as prosecutor in his "ruling" 
verifying the statement issued by defendant L' Abbe' during his testimony that he could 
not distinguish between judge and prosecutor. 
The Prosecutor needed not provide an argument against L' Abbe' or in favor of 
the state, as the judge ultimately acted on his own behalf in favor of the state in conflict 
of interest, systematically ignoring checks and balances, separation of powers, and due 
process. 
These facts illustrate why defendant L' Abbe' motioned for Judge McLaughlin's 
disqualification. Clearly, this is a federal issue. 
29. With Regard to Trinsey v. Pagliaro - 1 J'h Amendment - The Judicial power 
of the United States shall not be construed to extend to any suit in law or equity, 
commenced or prosecuted against one of the United States by Citizens of another State, 
or by Citizens or Subjects of any Foreign State. 
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30. If the code in question is exposed to the scrutiny of jury examination our 
peers have the power and responsibility to render it un-enforceable, ifhe or she 
determines that defendant's Constitutional rights have been violated. Our system of 
checks and balances thereby fulfills its intended purpose, safeguarding We the People 
against tyranny. 
31. When Jury decision is denied, the lower tribunal co-operates with the 
legislative and executive departments without the restraint of its rigid 
Constitutional limitations. Blatantly unconstitutional actions inevitably arise. Case 
in point - - denial of defendant L'Abbe's motion to dismiss based on judicial 
opinion and agenda that "no legal foundation" exists. The State of Idaho is 
essentially attempting to claim, without rigid Constitutional authority, that 
defendant L'Abbe's questions of jurisdiction and Constitutional protections have 
"no legal foundation." Remember, Unpublished Judicial Opinion # (620) not cited 
as an authority!! 
32. Our Republic's divine nature expressed the very principle of rigid 
Constitutional protections and limitations on government. The Corporate State of 
Idaho denies access to a ih Amendment Court, yet boldly claims that defendant 
L'Abbe's motion to dismiss has "no legal foundation". Defendant finds the 
proclamation not only ignorant and arrogant - but insulting. ESOTERIC. 
Prosecutor's Pitino and Blount offer irrefutable evidence as to why defendant's rights are 
systematically abrogated when they insist that case and Statute law "trump" our rigid 
Constitution. On the other hand during a hearing case # CR-MD-201 0-17572, Magistrate 
Steckel previously acknowledged the Constitution is the Supreme Law of the 
Land, but not the only law of the land. However, the Supreme Law ofthe Land is the 
only law that affords remedy regarding Jurisdictional/Constitutional Protections. 
Common sense dictates that Constitutional questions / issues demand rigid 
Constitutional application. Other laws of the land in this matter have no application to 
defendant, as anyone can plainly see. [See Arthur v. Fry, Table of Cases Page 15 #(17) 
Luther v. Borden and #(22) Parry v. US] 
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33. Rules of evidence must be inclusive of all Offer of Proof presented, 
relevant to the central question of jurisdiction and constitutional protections. Refusal to 
review all of defendant's motions cannot preserve justice in accordance with how proof is 
properly presented. It is an impossibility to face a paper corporation, as no officer of the 
court has authority to present evidence. (Again See 6th Amendment) (See Table of Cases 
Page 16 #(30) Trinsey v. Pagliaro) 
34. This further proves the existence of violation of due process, separation of 
powers, and conflict of interest. Gardunia is not acting as a duly qualified magistrate 
presiding over the proceedings but in fact has "assumed" with her ruling the role of 
prosecutor, again further proving why Jury Decision is absolutely essential with regard to 
preserving our individual liberties. 
35. Magistrate and Prosecutor refused to provide Ratification of Commencement. 
(See Demand for Discovery) Rigid Constitutional Law "The Supreme Law of the 
Land", safeguards We the People's rights from legislation undermining our right to due 
process. That's why Rule 17(a) Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure insures that a damaged 
party must file a verified complaint for damages whereby all parties are protected. No 
requirement for a verified complaint leaves defendant L' Abbe absolutely without 
remedy. 
36. Judges paid to know the law, take an oath and payment to enforce the law 
they themselves cannot know. That is a reason why the court uses cites in the "appeals" 
process. We must return to supreme law. We the People have no chance to read, let alone 
apply voluminous law. The reason for cites, because judges can't either! 
37. Magistrate Gardunia consumed nearly 30 minutes of "Court in Session" time 
to research the meaning of the word "person" (her homework), in complete disregard to 
those of us waiting in court. Gardunia furthermore demanded oaths prior to testimonies 
from the other defendants, inclusive of the words "So Help Me God." There exists no 
stronger commitment to truth than the meaning of those words so conspicuously absent in 
Gardunia's "Judicial Oath." A classic example of esoteric attitude. 
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38. Corporate tribunal does not have the authority to assess a liability without a 
perfected judgment from a Constitutionally authorized i h Amendment Court, and a duly 
qualified Article III judge presiding. 
39. Defendant L' Abbe never consented to any "Payment Agreement" as is 
included in the Ada County Magistrate Minutes, as questions of jurisdiction and 
Constitutional protections were never appropriately addressed by magistrate Gardunia, a 
prerequisite to any lawful action. Agreement in accordance to Black's Law Dictionary 6th 
Edition Page 67 sets forth the following "In law, a concord of 
understanding and intention between two or more parties with respect to the effect upon 
their relative rights and duties, of certain past or future facts or performances." 
Defendant L' Abbe by common sense is without question, the damaged party. 
See Table of Cases: Page 15 #(18) [Main v. Thiboutot 100 S. CT. 250 Z (1980)]. 
#(19) [Miranda v. Arizona 380 U.S. 436 (1966)] U.S. Supreme Court and 
Page 16 #(27) [Stanard v. Olsen 74 SCt. 768(1954)]. 
[jurisdiction] "has to first be proven before sanctions take place against Defendant. " 
40. As previously introduced, the so called magistrate blockaded the 
introduction of every single shred of defendant L' Abbe's offer of proof, let alone initiate 
any efforts to prove jurisdiction, yet she without hesitation, assessed a liability without 
proof of authority or presenting contrary evidence pursuant to rigid Constitution. 
41. By threat, duress, and coercion (UCC 1-308 and 207), We the People are 
forced into tyrannical tribunals, whereby such treasonous "Payment Agreements" are 
falsely formulated while acting under assumption of jurisdiction and the illusion of 
authority a sub psychotic admission of contempt of rigid Constitution. 
42. Funds derived are funneled into the fraudulent support of the 
Judiciary, who accept exorbitant payment for knowing the law, and then act in tyranny, 
under "Color of Law" while claiming immunity [self-declared]. See Title 42 USC § 
1983. The fact the very idea of immunity has been introduced, reveals the treasonous 
intent harbored by government employees. Government again attempting to claim a 
"right" to ignore its duties and responsibilities. (See page 3 Reply Brief Seatbelt) 
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43. There has been no presentation of evidence by magistrate order, no 
trial, and no question of fact. Predominantly facts concerning Constitutional Authority 
(Jurisdiction and Conflict ofInterest) have been introduced by defendant L' Abbe' from 
the commencement. 
44. Rule 83 Transcript Cost Dismissal for failure to pay transcript costs 
may be appropriate ... but not where the appeal includes questions of law that facially 
appear not to require a transcript. 
45. A habitual misuse of rules in an attempt to lock out the "exoterics," and 
extort revenue. 
46. Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure Rule 83(k)(1) is an attempt at usage of rules, 
For the sole purpose oflocking out the common man from the (so called) "system of 
law". Rules are created ONLY to maintain order in the court. Any use of rules to 
abrogate Rigid Constitutional authority is a blatant violation of Constitution, and its 
intent. Treason. 
47. Our language was long ago copy-righted by usage, and any attempt of 
Translation or corporate attempts of redefinition are unacceptable, and a nullity. 
48. We must organize Grand Juries and put our officials back under De jure rule 
and out of the Corporate (or Admiralty) Rule that they are currently operating under. Our 
elected officials are required to operate within the limits of their Oath of office to uphold 
the U.S. and State Constitutions, circa 1860. When they violate the Oath it's a capital 
cnme. 
The reason we go back to 1860 is because that is the last time we had lawful 
laws in this country. 
The people have the power to convene a Grand Jury under the Magna 
Carta, 1215. 
Our Founding Fathers looked to history for precedent when they decided 
they wanted to change their government. What they found was the Magna Carta 
Liberatum, the Great Charter of Freedoms. It set a precedent that changed the face 
of England forever, by establishing that the King was not above the law. 
All Notices continuing in force with this action are inclusive, not exclusive. 
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II. TABLE of CASES 
CASES QUOTE 
(1) [Attorney v. United States 52 L. ED. 2d. 651 (1977)] 
"all purported party(s) have a right to know the nature and cause, and right 
not to be denied due process in law." 
(2) [Basso v. Utah Power + light Co., 495 F. 2d 906, AT 9101 
"jurisdiction can be challenged at any time, even on final determination," 
(3) [Billings v. Hall, 7 CA. 11 
Under our form of government, tlte legislature is not supreme. It is only one oftlte 
organs of tit at Absolute Sovereignty which resides in tlte whole body oftlte People; 
like otlter bodies oftlte government, it can only exercise suclt powers as Itave been 
delegated to it, and when it steps beyond tltat boundary, its acts ... are utterly void." 
(4) Bradley v. Fisher, 13 Wall 335, 351, 352.1 
"A distinction must be Itere observed between excess of jurisdiction and tlte 
clear absence of all jurisdiction over tlte subject-matter any autltority exercised is a 
usurped autltority andfor tlte exercise of such autltority, when tlte want of jurisdiction 
is known to tlte judge, no excuse is permissible. " 
(5) [Brady v. US, 397 US, 742 at 748] 
Recent studies have convinced me [the Defendant] of the above, and that as such Defendant 
is not "subject to" the territory-limited "exclusive Legislation" and its foreign jurisdiction 
mandated for the State of Idaho, etc. in our U.S. Constitution's Article 1:8:17-18, including 
its "internal" government organizations therein or by contract adhesion thereto across 
America. Unless such "one of the people" have provided "WAIVERS of constitutional 
Rights" with "knowingly intelligent acts" (contracts with such government[s]) "with 
sufficient awareness of the relevant circumstances and likely consequences," as ruled by the 
1970 U.S. Supreme Court. 
(6) [Burkes v. Laskar 441 (U.S.) 471 (1979)] 
The CHALLENGE of delegated jurisdiction "When jurisdiction is not squarely 
cltallenged, tlte subject matter is presumed to exist." 
Defendant has challenged jurisdiction on this action from the beginning. 
(7) (Chisholm v. Georgia, 2 Dall. (U.S. 471,IL Ed. 4401 
"Strictly speaking, in our repUblican forms of government tlte absolute 
sovereignty of tlte nation; is tlte people of tlte nation; and tlte residuary sovereignty of 
each state not granted to any of its Public Functionaries, is in tlte people of tlte state. " 
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(8) [Coffin v. Ogden 85 U.S. 120, 124] "Uncertain things are held for nothing, 
"Maxim oflaw" the law requires, not conjecture, but certainty," 
Where the law is uncertain, there is no law. 
(9) [Cruden v. Heale 2 N.C. 338 (1972), 2 S.E. 70] - "By being a part of society 
... they [the People] and claimants had not entered into engagement to become subject to 
any ... Form [of Government]" 
Every man by his natural state is independent by nature. L' Abbe is not bound by 
any institutions formed by his fellow men without his consent. 
(10) [Downes v. Bidwell, 182, U.S. 244 1901] 
"Two national governments exist; one to be maintained under the Constitution, with 
all its restrictions; the other to be maintained by Congress outside and Independently 
of that Instrument. " 
(11) [Dyett v. Turner, 439 Pac. 2d 266 (1968)] 
The case against the Fourteenth Amendment was forcibly stated by the Utah 
Supreme Court. 
(12) [Ferrill v. Keel 151 S. S.W. 269, 272,105 ARK. 380 (1912)] 
"The object of an enactment clause is to show that the act comes from a place 
pointed out by the Constitution as a source o.f power, ., 
(13) [Georgia v. Brailsford U. S. Supreme Court] ... "The jury has the right 
to determine both the law as well as the fact in controver:-,y. " 
(14) [HARTFORD v. DAVIS, 13 U.S. 273,16 S. CT. 1051J 
"There is no presumption infavor o.fjurisdiction, and the basis for jurisdiction 
must be affirmatively shown, ., 
(15) [Herman v. Herman, 136 Idaho 781, 41 P.3d 209 (2002).] 
[Rule 103 of Idaho Rules of Evidence] - "Error is disregarded as harmless 
unless the ruling affects a substantial right of the party. " 
(16) [Hooven and Allison Co. v. Evatt, 324 U.S. 652, (1945)] 
The supreme Court affirmed that there are Two (2) distinctly different United 
States with Two opposite forms of Governments. Both United States have the same 
Congress. This supreme Court case officially defined the two distinct and separate 
meanings of the term "United States" "In exercising its constitutional power to make all 
needful regulations respecting territory belonging to the United States, Congress [under 
Art. I, §8, CI. 17 and Article IV §3, CI. 2. Of the Constitution] is not subject to the same 
constitutional limitations as when it is legislating for the United States [the 50 
states]." 
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(17) [Luther v. Borden, 48 US 1, 12 Led 581] 
U.S. Supreme Court - "The governments are but trustees acting under derived 
authority and have no power to delegate what is not delegated to them. But the people, as 
the original foundation might take away what they have delegated and intrusted to whom 
they please ... The sovereignty in every state resides in the people of the state and they 
may alter and change their form of government at their own pleasure. " 
(18) [Main v. Thiboutot 100 S. CT. 250 Z (1980)[ 
"The law provides that once state andfederal jurisdiction has been challenged, 
it must be proven, " 
(19) [Miranda v. Arizona 380 U.S. 436 (1966)1 U.S. Supreme Court 
"Where rights secured by the Constitution are involved, there can be no 
rule-making or legislation which would abrogate them. " 
(20) Parosa v. Tacoma, 57 Wn.(2d) 409 (Dec. 22,1960). 
"But the legislature specifically disclaimed any intention to change the meaning of 
any statute. The compilers of the code were not empowered by congress to amend 
existing law, and doubtless had no thought of doing so . .. " " .. . the act before us does 
not purport to amend a section of an act, but only a section of a compilation entitled 
"REVISED CODE OF WASHINGTON," which is not the law. Such an act 
purporting to amend only a section of prima facie compilation leaves the law 
unchanged. En Banc." 
(21) Penhallow v. Doane's Administraters (3 U.S. 54; 1 L.Ed. 57; 3 Dall, 54), 
"Inasmuch as every government is an artificial person, an abstraction, and a 
creature of the mind only, a government can interface only with other artificial 
persons. The imaginary, having neither actuality nor substance, is foreclosed from 
creating and attaining parity with the tangible. The legal manifestation of this is 
that no government, as well as any law, agency, aspect, court, etc. can concern itself 
with anything other than corporate, artificial persons and the contracts between 
them." - Supreme Court of the United States 1795 
(22) Perry v. U.S. 249 US 330 
U.S. Supreme Court "In the United States, sovereignty resides in the people ... 
the Congress cannot invoke the sovereign power of the people to override their will as 
thus declared. " 
(23) [Reid v. Covert, 354 U.S. I,lL. Ed. 2nd• 1148 (1957)] 
"The United States is entirely a creature of the Federal Constitution. Its power 
and authority has no other source and it can only act in accordance with all the 
limitations imposed by the Constitution. " 
(24) lIN RE SELF v. RHAY, 61 WIN. 2d 261, 246 -265 (1963)] 
To be a law in compliance with the Constitution, the law must show its authority 
"ON IT'S FACE" which is mandatory, not directory. "Quoting Justice Davis, "the 
Revised Code of Washington ... is not law, " 
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(25) [Scott v. Sandford, 19 How. (U.S.) 404, 15L. Ed. 691.1 
"Sovereignty itself is, of course, not subject to the law, for it is the author and 
source of law ... " L' Abbe as one of the people of a Sovereign state, jurisdiction has to 
first be proven before sanctions take place against him. 
(26) Spooner v. McConnell, 22F 939, 943 
"The sovereignty ofa state does not reside in the persons who fill the different 
departments of its government, but in the people, from whom the government emanated; 
and they may change it as their discretion. Sovereign, then in this country, abides with 
the constituency, and not the agent; and this remark is true, both in reference to the 
federal and the state government. " 
(27) [Stanard v. Olsen 74 SCt. 768(1954)]. 
[jurisdiction] "has to first be proven before sanctions take place against 
Defendant." "No sanctions can be imposed absent proof of jurisdiction," 
(28) [Texas v. White, 7 Wall (U.S.) 700 19L. Ed. 227]. 
"A repUblican form of Government to every "state" means to its people and not 
to its Government 
(29) THOMPSON v. TOLMIE, 17L. ED. 381 (1829) 
"Where there is absence of jurisdiction all administrative and judicial proceeding 
are a nullity, and confer no right, offer no justification, and may be rejected upon direct 
collateral attack" 
(30) (Trinsey v. Pagliaro D.C. Pa. 1964,229 F. Supp. 647) "This applies 
both with Federal Rules of Evidence and State Rules ofEvidence .... there must be 
a competent first hand witness (a body.) There has to be a real person making the 
complaint and bringing evidence before the court. Corporations are paper and 
can't testify." 
(31) U.S. v. Cruikshank, 92 U.S. 542, 23 L. Ed 588 
"We have in our political system [two governments] a Government of the United 
States and a government of each of the several [50] states. Each is distinct from the 
other and each has citizens of its own ... " 
(32) UNITED STATES v. LEE, 106 U.S. 204 (March 3rd, 1989) 
"Under our system, the people, who are there [IN ENGLAND] CALLED 
SUBJECTS, ARE HERE THE SOVEREIGN Their rights, whether collective or 
individual, are not bound to give way to sentiment of loyalty to the person of Monarch. 
The citizens here [IN AMERICA} knows no person, however near to those in power, or however 
powerful himself to whom he need yield the rights which the law secures to him. " 
(33) UNITED STATES v. NEVERS, 7F. 3d 59 (5th CIR. 1993) 
Under the 'Fair Notice Doctrine' .. to Prosecute any people for the conduct 
alleged under an invalid [color ofllaw, and by an information herein, would be denial of 
due process. 
(34) [Yick Wo v. Hopkins 118 U.S. 356,370] 
"Sovereignty itself remains with the people, by whom and for whom all 
government exists and acts. " 
(35) Wilson v. Omaha Indian Tribe, 442 US 653, 667 ('79) 
U.S. Supreme Court "In common usage, the term 'person' does not include the 
sovereign, and statutes employing the word are ordinarily construed to exclude it. " 
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III. TABLE of DEFINITIONS 
(1) Personal Natural Higher Law - The sovereign personal individual 
human being's unalienable rights unwritten se(f explanatory principles of autonomy 
privacy, equality, dignity, life, liberty, pursuit of happiness and respect for others 
creating no liability, it would over rule all implied or expressed laws enacted by any 
Government within the form force and affect of the Amendments from the Organic 
Constitution/or the United states of America. 
(2) Appearance .... An answer constitutes an "appearance." Wieser v. Richter, 247 
Mich. 52, 225 N.W. 542, 543. A party who answers, consents to a continuance, goes to 
trial, takes an appeal, or does any other substantial act in a cause, although he has not 
been served with summons, is deemed to have entered his "appearance" unless he 
objects and preserves his protests to the jurisdiction of his person. 
Black's Law Dictionary 4th Edition Page 125 & 126: Threat, Duress and Coercion is 
not allowed in this definition do to VCC 1-308 and 207 
(3) Color of law The appearance or semblance, without the substance, of a legal 
right. The term usu. Implies a misuse of power made possible because the wrongdoer is 
clothed with authority of the state. State action is synonymous with color of [state } law in 
the context of federal civil-rights statutes or criminal law. 
(4) Color of process The appearance of validity and sufficiency surrounding a legal 
proceeding that is later found to be invalid. 
Black's Law Dictionary 9th Edition Page 302 
(5) Common Law The most prominent characteristic which marks this contrast, 
and perhaps the source of the distinction lies in the fact that under the common law 
neither the stiff rule of a long antiquity, on the one hand, nor, on the other, the sudden 
changes of a present arbitrary power, are allowed ascendency, but, under the sanction of a 
constitutional government, each of these is set off against the other; so that the will of the 
people, as it is gathered both from long established custom and from the expression of the 
legislative power, gradually forms a system just, because it is the deliberate will of a 
free people stable, because it is the growth of centuries progressive, because it is 
amenable to the constant revision of the people. A full idea of the genius of the common 
law cannot be gathered without a survey of the philosophy of England and American 
history. Some of the elements will however, appear in considering the various narrower 
senses in which the phrase "common law" is used. 
Perhaps the most important of these narrower senses is that which it has when 
used in contradistinction to statute law, to designate unwritten law. It is that law which 
derives its force and authority from the universal consent and immemorial practice of the 
people. It has never received the sanction of the legislature by an express act, which 
is the criterion by which it is distinguished from the statute law. 
Bouvier's Law Dictionary, Baldwin's Students Ed. (1948) Page 196 
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In Common Law, contracts must be entered into knowingly, voluntarily, and intentionally. 
This definition is a distortion due to the fact that at the time of the writing of the 
Constitution, common law was strictly jury decision law of the common man, not the King's 
henchman judges esoteric. 
(6) Consent jurisdiction Jurisdiction that parties have agreed to, either by 
accord, by contract, or by general appearance. Parties may not, by agreement, confer 
subject-matter jurisdiction on a federal court that would not otherwise have it. 
Black's Law Dictionary 9th Edition Page 928 
(7) constitution "corporate" - Necessarily requires varying degrees of 
interpretations which carry with it a duty to perform a liability which violates due 
process. 
!ID. "Due Process" does not rest upon interpretation by any government 
entity. 
(9) Constitution "organic" Self evident truth does not need interpretation. 
Common sense takes precedent in light of human experience throughout the ages. 
(10) Constructionism "strict" (1892) The doctrinal view of judicial 
construction holding that judges should interpret a document or statute (esp. one 
involving penal sanctions) according to its literal terms, without looking to other sources 
to ascertain the meaning. also termed strict construction; liberal canon; liberal rule; 
textualism. Strict constructionist, n. - Black's Law Dictionary 9th Edition Page 356 
read the "BORN AGAIN REPUBLIC" By M. J. "RED" Beckman. These 
acts are judicial anarchy when not in alignment with rigid Constitutional 
restrictions and jury authority. 
(11) Declaration of Independence The formal proclamation of July 4, 1776, 
in the name of the people of the American colonies, asserting their independence from 
the British Crown and announcing themselves to the world as an independent nation. 
Black's Law Dictionary 9th Edition Page 468 Still in affect and applies to present 
takeover of We the Peoples government. 
(12) Exoteric 1. of the outside world; external 2. Not limited to a select 
few or an inner group of disciples; suitable for the uninitiated 3. That can be understood 
by the public; popular opposed to esoteric - New World Dictionary 2nd College Edition 
Page 492 
The people were considered exoteric by the British Monarchy see Magna Carta and 
declaration of independence. 
(13) Esoteric 1. a) intended for or understood by only a chosen few, as an 
inner group of disciples or initiates: said of ideas, doctrines, literature, etc. b) beyond the 
understanding or knowledge of most people; recondite; abstruse 2. Confidential; private; 
withheld [an esoteric plan} - New World Dictionary 2nd College Edition Page 478 & 
The Constitution is the manifestation of (a sovereign condition). No such attitude 
can be allowed in our RepUblic. 
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(14) fraud .... Fraud is either actual or constructive . .... Constructive fraud 
consists in any act of commission or omission contrary to legal or equitable duty, trust, or 
confidence justly reposed, which is contrary to good conscience and operates to the injury 
of another. .... Fraud is also classified as fj'aud in fact and fraud in law. The former is 
actual, positive, intentional fraud. Fraud disclosed by matters of fact, as distinguished 
from constructive fraud or fraud in law. McKibbin v. Martin, 64 pa. 356, 3 Am.Rep. 
588; Cook v. Burnham, 3 Kan,App. 27, 44 P. 447. Fraud in law is fraud in contemplation 
of law; fraud implied or inferred by law; fraud made out by construction of law, as 
distinguished from fraud found by a jury from matter of fact; constructive fraud (q. v.). 
See 2 Kent, Comm.512-532; Delaney v. Valentine, 154 N.Y. 602,49 N.E. 65; Lovato 
v. Catron, 20 N.M. 168, 148 P. 490,492, L.R.A. 1915E, 451; Furst & Thomas v. Merritt, 
190 N.C. 397, 130 S.E. 40, 43 ... ... Statute offrauds. This is the common designation of a 
very celebrated English statute, (29 car. II. c. 3,) passed in 1677, and which has been 
adopted, in a more or less modified form, in nearly all of the United States. Its chief 
characteristic is the provision that no suit or action shall be maintained on certain classes 
of contracts or engagements unless there shall be a note or memorandum thereof in 
writing signed by the party to be charged or by his authorized agent. Its object was to 
close the door to the numerous frauds and perjuries. It is more fully named the "statute of 
frauds and perjuries." Smith v. Morton, 70 Okl. 157, 173 P. 520,521; Housley v. Strawn 
Merchandise Co., Tex.Com.App., 291 S.W. 864, 867; Norman v. Bullock County Bank, 
187 Ala. 33, 65 So. 371, 372; Garber v. Goldstein, 92 Conn. 226, 102 A. 695,606. 
Black's Law Dictionary 4th Edition page 789 
(15) Fundamentallaw The organic law that establishes the government 
principles of a nation or state; esp., Constitutional law. Black's Law Dictionary 9th Ed. 
Page 744 
(16) JUry A group of live autonomy human beings selected according to 
common law of the organic constitution [7th Amendment Jury] and given the sovereign 
power to decide questions of fact, law and nature and return a verdict in the case 
submitted to them. 
John Jay, first Chief Justice of the U.S. Supreme Court, in Georgia v. Brailsford said: 
"The jury has the right to determine both the law as well as the fact in controversy." 
The founding fathers through the government was capable of overpowering the people. 
They have a responsibility to keep government in balance. 
"The people are the masters of both Congress and the Courts, not to overthrow 
the Constitution, but to overthrow the men who pervert it." Abraham Lincoln 
I demand a 7th Amendment jury. 
(17) Magna Carta The English charter that King John granted to the barons 
in 1215 and that Henry III and Edward I later confirmed. It is generally regarded as one 
of the great common-law documents and foundation of constitutional liberties. The other 
three great charters of English liberty are the Petition of Right (3 Car. (1628)), the 
Habeas Corpus Act (31 Car. 2 (1679)), and the Bill of Rights (1 Will & M. (1789)). 
Black's Law Dictionary 9th Edition Page 1037 
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(18) Prima Facie adv. At first sight on the first appearance but subject to 
further evidence or information <the agreement is prima facie valid> 
Adj. Sufficient to establish a fact or rise a presumption unless disproved or rebutted <a 
prima facie showing> 
(19) Prima Facie case 1. The establishment of a legally required rebuttable 
presumption. 2. A party's production of enough evidence to allow the fact-trier to infer 
the fact at issue and rule in the party's favor. 
Black's Law Dictionary 9th Edition Page 1310 
(20) Pro se n. (1857) One who represents oneself in a court proceeding 
without the assistance of a lawyer <the third case on the court's docket involving a 
pro se> 
Black's Law Dictionary 9th Edition Page 1341 
It appears that a pro se litigant is held to the same standard as an Attorney 
therefore submitting to jurisdiction as an exoteric by coercion. 
(21) Republic A system of government in which the people hold sovereign 
power and elect representatives who exercise that power. 
"A republic is a government which (aj derives all o{its powers directlvor 
indirectly from the great body ofthe people and (b j is administered by persons 
holding their office during pleasure, for a limited period, or during good 
behavior. " Robert A. Dahl, A Preface to Democratic Theory 10 (1956) 
Black's Law Dictionary 9th Edition Page 1418 
(22) SUI Juris [Latin "of one's own right; independent"] 3. Roman Law. 
Of or relating to anyone of any age, male or female, not in the postestas of another, 
and therefore capable of owning property and enjoying private law rights. As a 
status, it was not relevant to public law. 
Black's Law Dictionary 9th Edition Page 1572 
(23) Supreme law of the land The U. S. Constitution. [Cases: Constitutional 
Law 502] 
(24) Supremacy Clause (1940) The clause in Article VI of the U. S. 
Constitution declaring that the Constitution, all laws made in furtherance of the 
Constitution, and all treaties made under the authority of the United States are the 
"supreme law ofthe land" and enjoy legal superiority over any conflicting provision of 
the state constitution or law. 
Black's Law Dictionary 9th Edition Page 1578 -1579 
(25) Unalienable Incapable of being transferred. The natural rights of life 
and liberty are unalienable. Bouvier's Law Dictionary, Baldwin's Students Ed. (1948) 
Page 1198 
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IV. TABLE of AUTHORITIES 
Title 28 § 1604. Immunity of a foreign state from jurisdiction 
Subject to existing international agreements to which the United States is a party 
at the time of enactment of this Act a foreign state shall be immune from the 
jurisdiction of the courts of the United States except as provided in section 1605 to 
1607 ofthis chapter. 
(Added Pub.L. 94-583, § 4(a), Oct. 21, 1976, 90 Stat. 2892.) 
NOTE: Section 1605 to 1607 does not apply to defendant L'Abbe'. 
AUTHOR QUOTE 
(1 ) Arthur Sydney Beardsley Legal Bibliography and the use of law books, Part IV 
books of reference XVII Uniform Laws and Restatements, Sec. 122 The 
Restatement and the Courts, Paragraph 7 , Page 216 (1937) 
..... "The great number of books, the enormous amount oflitigation, the struggles 
of the courts to avoid too strict an application of the rule of stare decisis, the fact 
that the law has become so vast and complicated that the conditions of ordinary 
practice and ordinary judicial duty make it impossible to make adequate 
examinations - all these have tended to create a situation where the law is 
becoming guesswork." page 211. 
" .... Notwithstanding the prediction ofMr. Elihu Root (see Supra) that we shall 
have "a statement of common law of America which will be prima facie basis on 
which judicial action will rest," Professor Corbin remarks that, it will always 
remain open for individual courts to find themselves as competent as the Institute 
to analyze and classify and to select among competing rules and practices. page 
216. 
As evidence that our judicial system has been under attack for quite some time prior 
to this publication in 1936: 
" ... Courts will not be reluctant to cite the Restatement when its full worth is 
appreciated and that the lawyer owes it to the courts to cite it whenever 
applicable." 2 Detroit L. Rev. 120 (1932); 23 A.B.A.J. 517 (1937) Page 217 
A blatant violation of the Constitutional principles of checks and balances under 
threat, duress and coercion. 
Page 218 
" ... .It is hoped that Restatements, when finally put forth, with the authority of the 
Institute, may be accepted by the Bench as at least prima facie authoritative, and 
as Mr. Root has suggested, "any lawyer whose interest in litigation requires him 
to say that a different view of the law shall be taken, will have upon his shoulders 
the burden of overthrowing the restatement." 
Prima facie Right belongs only to the sovereign [We the people]. 
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(2) John H. Wigmore, A Students' Textbook of the Law of Evidance [1935J Page 
237 states in Sec. 239 (2) "The legislature branch may create an evidential presumption, 
or rule of "prima facie" evidence, i.e., a rule which does not shut out evidence, but 
merely declares that certain conduct shall suffice as evidence until the opponent produces 
contrary evidence (post, sec. 448). On the other hand, if the legislature goes further 
than this, and declares that the conduct shall in itself create a liability, it may be 
violating the constitutional requirement of "due process of law." 
(3) John Remington Graham, (Law Professor) FREE, SOVEREIGN and 
INDEPENDENT STATES - The Intended Meaning of the American Constitution (2009). :" 
Page 326 1st Paragraph - Baron de Montesquieu in Book XI Chapter 6 of 
L'Esprit des Lois, wherein he taught (in translation from the original French): 
"The political liberty of citizens is a tranquility of mind arisingfrom the opinion 
which each of his own safety. In order to have such liberty, it is necessary that the 
government should be constituted that one man need not be afraid of others. 
"When the legislative and executive powers are united in the same person or in the 
same body of magistrates, there can be no liberty, because apprehensions may arise, 
lest the same monarch or senate should enact tyrannical laws, then execute them in a 
tyrannical manner. 
"Again there can be no liberty if judicial power not be separated from legislative 
powers. Where the judiciary joined to the legislative power, the lives and liberties of 
citizens would be subject to arbitrary control,for then judges would be legislators. 
Where the judiciary joined to executive authority, the judges would be inclined to 
violence or oppression. 
"There would be an end of everything if the same man or the same body, whether of 
noble or the people, were to exercise all three powers, that of enacting laws, that of 
executing public resolutions, and that of trying causes. " 
Page 625 2nd Paragraph to Page 628 end of 2nd Paragraph "The work of the 
Framers has been upstaged by what is officially reputed to be Amendment XIV of the 
United States Constitution. The study of American constitutional law in conventional 
law schools has been reduced to not much more than the study of judicial decisions 
which purport to interpret this alleged article of fundamental law, but actually use it as 
a pretext for social engineering by whatever fragile majority controls the highest court 
of the land at any particular time. 
The destined extinction of slavery in the United States was already determined by 
geography, economics, and technology when the Compromise of 1850 was adopted by 
the Thirty-First Congress. Had there been no secessions of Southern States in 1860-
1861, and no American Civil War, there would certainly have been a general liberation 
of the race held in bondage not long delayed as history is reckoned, probably by 
constitutional modifications such as are today known as Amendment XIII, which 
abolished slavery and involuntary servitude in every State and throughout the Union, 
and Amendment XV, which prohibited denial by the United States or by any State of the 
right to vote on account of race, color, or previous condition of servitude. In both of 
these amendments, Congress was given power to enact laws for the protection of the 
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rights secured. The right to vote, like the capacity to serve as a juror, traditionally fell 
into a higher class of privileges reserved to those freemen who themselves held 
freeholds yielding a certain annual income. Hence, in light of legal tradition, the right to 
vote preserves all other rights of freemen, and, under principles of republican 
government as established at the time of the American Revolution, any discrimination 
under color of law against any defined category of citizens enjoying the right to vote by 
operation fundamental law must be presumed unconstitutional. By operation of such 
provisions and principles, those liberated from slavery would have enjoyed the full 
benefits of citizenship under the United States Constitution without the article which 
has been designated Amendment XIV. 
In any event, Amendment XIV, as it has been called, was never necessary, and the 
country could have done without it, yet accomplished social justice. 
The first section declares that a person born or naturalized in the United States is a 
citizen. This clause was meant to reverse the erroneous decision in Dred Scott v. 
Sandford, 19 Howard 393 at 404-427 (U.S. 1857), where it was held that nobody held in 
slavery or descended from one held in slavery could become citizens, either by natural 
birth or by naturalization. This error was already remedied by Amendment XIII, 
especially in light of Amendment XV. 
The first section also prohibits any State from denying a citizen the privileges and 
immunities of a citizen of the United States, which was surely meant to reverse the 
decision of the Supreme Court in Barron v. Baltimore, 7 Peters 243 at 247-251 (U.s. 
1833), and to apply the entire Federal Bill of Rights as a limitation on the powers of the 
several States, as was never necessary, since the guarantee of a republican form of 
government already required the several States to concede the basic equivalent of the 
same rights to citizens. 
The first section also prohibits any State from denying equal protection of the laws, 
which was undoubtedly meant to restrain unjust legislation against new freedmen, yet 
such wrongdoing was independently prohibited by Amendments XIII and XV, which in 
time and under the right circumstances could even have generated decisions like Brown 
v. Board of Education, 347 U.s. 483 {1954}, insofar as they have prohibited exclusion of 
persons from public institutions on account of race. Unwarranted extrapolations by the 
judicial power in attempting to implement such decisions have, it is true, destabilized 
society, injured education, and incited needless antagonisms. To whatever extent such 
excess has prevailed, it has been the result of poor administration of justice which is a 
distinct problem, for judges must always be wise, disciplined, and prudent under any 
body of fundamental law. Yet Amendment XIV, as it has been officially referenced, was 
never required to sustain beneficial and sensible judicial interventions to prevent 
invidious discrimination. 
Likewise the first section of the same purported article prohibits any State from 
denying due process of law, as was evidently meant to overrule Satterlee v. 
Matthewson, 2 Peters 380 at 407-414 (U.s. 1829), yet again this clause was not 
required, because due process of law comes from Magna Carta and so is part of the 
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republican form of the government of every State as guaranteed by the United States 
Constitution. Sound construction is required for every Constitution, and in the future it 
may be possible to frame effective provisions to avoid misinterpretation by judges and 
other public officers. 
The second section purported to modify the population index of every State for 
representatives and direct taxes, as was not required since with the abolition of slavery 
there were no longer any persons to be counted at three-fifths of their number, and any 
remaining deficiency was supplied by assuring freedmen the right to vote. 
The third section punished, without trial for supporting secession, Southerners 
previously serving as public officers and taking an oath to support the United States 
Constitution by denying them the right to hold any public office under the United States, 
unless the disability was removed by two-thirds of both chambers of Congress. As such, 
it was a bill of attainder. This provision explains why Southern States voted against the 
proposed amendment. 
The fourth section provided that public debt from conquering the seceding States 
could not be repudiated. It obstructed proper settlement of the claims of creditors of 
the government. It was a favor to money lenders who would surely not have been thus 
benefited without consideration, hence they probably bought members of Congress for 
the accommodation. It further explains Southern opposition to the proposed 
amendment. 
In any event, the sonorous phrases in the first section, whatever they were supposed 
to mean, were merely window dressing to conceal the vindictiveness in the third section 
and the bribery behind the fourth. 
The fifth section conferred power upon Congress which was available under the 
second section of Amendment XIII and the second section of Amendment XV, not to 
mention the power of Congress to guarantee every State a republican form of 
government. 
"The so-called Fourteenth Amendment, therefore, served no legitimate objective 
which might not otherwise have been accomplished by proper means. It emitted the 
stench of political hated and raw corruption. Moreover, it was framed to assure 
rejection by the Southern States, without which it could never be lawfully adopted. And 
it was never lawfully laid before the country in a resolution of Congress nor was it ever 
lawfully ratified by the several States. The published scholarship on this astonishing 
truth is impressive, and, although various contributions differ with each other on 
details of fact and analysis, certain main points are undeniable. 
See Table of cases Page 11 # 10, Dyett v. Turner, 439 Pac. 2d 266 (1968) 
(4) West's Encyclopedia of America Law Civil procedure - "Civil court of the 
United States," paragraph 4 - "Therefore, the United States federal court system 
adopted standardized Federal Rules of Civil Procedure on September 16.1938. which 
unified law and equity and replaced common law and code pleading with modern 
notice pleading. There are exceptions to the types of cases that the Federal Rules now 
control but they are few in number and somewhat esoteric (e.g., "prize proceedings in 
admiralty".) 
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V. TABLE OF STATUTES and CONSTITUTIONS 
(1) IDAHO RULES OF EVIDENCE 
RULE 303. Presumptions in criminal cases. 
(a) Scope. Except as otherwise provided by statute, in criminal cases presumptions 
against an accused, recognized at common law or created by statute, including statutory 
provisions that certain facts are prima facie evidence of other facts or guilt, are governed 
by this rule. Cannot be binding upon or over any objection. 
(2) IDAHO CODE, TITLE 73 § 116 Common Law in force 
The common law of England, so far as it is not repugnant to, or inconsistent with, the 
constitution or laws of the United States, in all cases not provided for in these compiled 
laws, is the rule of decision in all courts of this state. 
(3) United States Code, Title 42 USC § 1983 
Every person who, under color of any statute, ordinance, regulation, custom, or 
usage, of any State or territory, subjects, or causes to be subjected, any citizen 
of the United States or other person within the jurisdiction thereof to the 
deprivation of any rights, privileges, or immunities secured by the Constitution 
and laws, shall be liable to the party injured in an action at law, suit in equity, or 
other proper proceeding for redress. 
(4) Idaho Statute 50-201. CORPORATE AND LOCAL SELF-GOVERNMENT 
POWERS. Cities governed by this act shall be bodies corporate and politic; may 
sue and be sued; contract and be contracted with; accept grants-in-aid and gifts of 
property, both real and personal, in the name of the city; acquire, hold, lease, and convey 
property, real and personal; have a common seal, which they may change and alter at 
pleasure; may erect buildings or structures of any kind, needful for the uses or purposes 
of the city; and exercise all powers and perform all functions oflocal self-government in 
city affairs as are not specifically prohibited by or in conflict with the general laws or the 
constitution of the state of Idaho. Must be congruent to Federal Constitution. 
No power or authority can be conveyed that you do not have, to convey. 
Many so called powers stated are an attempt to usurp power Constitutionally guaranteed to 
We the People. (See Tahle of Cases # (3) Billings v. Hall and #(17) Luther v. Borden) 
(5) CONSTITUITON OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
ARTICLE I DECLARATION OF RIGHTS 
SECTION 7, RIGHT TO TRIAL BY JURY, The right to trial by jury shall 
remain inviolate; .••. the jury shall consist of not more than six. 
SECTION 18. JUSTICE TO BE FREELY AND SPEEDILY ADMINISTERED. 
Courts of justice shall be open to every person, and a speedy remedy afforded for every 
injury of person, property or character, and right and justice shall be administered without 
sale' denial, delay, or prejudice. 
SECTION 21. RESERVED RIGHTS NOT IMPAIRED. 
This enumeration of rights shall not be construed to impair or deny other rights retained 
by the people. 
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(6) CONSTITUITON OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
ARTICLE II DISTRIBUTION OF POWERS 
SECTION 1. DEPARTMENTS OF GOVERNMENT. 
The powers of the government of this state are divided into three distinct departments, the 
legislative, executive and judicial; and no person or collection of persons charged with 
the exercise of powers properly belonging to one of these departments shall exercise any 
powers properly belonging to either of the others, except as in this constitution expressly 
directed or permitted. 
(7) CONSTITUITON OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
ARTICLE III DISTRIBUTION OF POWERS 
SECTION 17. TECHNICAL TERMS TO BE AVOIDED, Every act or joint 
resolution shall be plainly worded, avoiding as far as practicable the use of technical 
terms. 
(8) CONSTITUITON OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
ARTICLE V JUDI CAL DEPARTMENT 
SECTION 25. DEFECTS IN LAW TO BE REPORTED BY JUDGES. 
The judges of the district courts shall, on or before the first day of July in each year, 
report in writing to the justice of the Supreme Court, such defects or omissions in the 
laws as their knowledge and experience may suggest, and the justice of the Supreme 
Court shall, on or before the first day of December of each year, report in writing to the 
governor, to be by him transmitted to the legislature, together with his message, such 
defects and omissions in the constitution and laws as they may find to exist. 
(9) Constitution For The United States of America 
Tenth Amendment - Reserved Powers 
The powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited 
by it to the States, are reserved to the States respectively, or (through) the people. 
This amendment was included in the Constitution at the time by the same 
enlightened man who wrote the text that begins "We the People of these united 
States ... ," and can in no way be construed or distorted to in any way abrogate the 
entire rest of the document that they so eloquently enumerated. Any such claim to 
usurp power defies common sense, and can only be seen as a defiant esoteric 
attempt to power grab. TREASON. 
Our Founding Fathers fought, many died, and all gave their fortunes, to see 
this divine document through. It's inconceivable that they would eliminate the entire 
principles in this document with one word in the 10th Amendment. 
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VI. HISTORY OF EVENTS 
Citation from Officer Stiles # 527 -Vio. Speeding 38125 
This is not a question of whether I was "speeding" or not, moreover its 
squarely a question of the Corporate Administrative Court's jurisdiction 
over appellant/defendant Stephen D. L' Abbe's sovereign condition. 
TIME ELEMENT EVENT 
May 17, 2012 } CITATION # 1571144 ISSUED BY OFFICER STILES # 527 
June 1,2012 } L' Abbe's Demand for verified complaint 
June 1,2012 } NOTICE OF HEARING - JUDGE JOHN HAWLEY JR. 
July 20, 2012 } L' Abbe's Mandatory Judicial Notice 
July 24, 2012 } BC COURT TRIAL / PRETRIAL CONFERENCE 
August 1,2012 } JUDGE JOHN HAWLEY JR. REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY 
August 10,2012 } L' Abbe's Motion to Dismiss with prejudice 
August 17,2012 } L' Abbe's Motion to Reprimand (Evidence of Misconduct) 
August 21, 2012 } L' Abbe's Notice of Appeal 
October 10, 2012 } BC - COURT TRIAL - JUDGE THERESA GARDUNIA 
November 7, 2012} L' Abbe's Notice of Appeal 
November 7, 2012} L' Abbe's Motion to Stay -Objection 
November 14,2012 } TRANSCRIPTION DEPT. (NOTICE OF TRANSCRIPT) 
December 7, 2012} ESTIMATED COST OF APPEAL TRANSCRIPT 
December 17,2012 } ORDER GOVERNING PROCEDURE ON APPEAL 
December 20, 2012 } L' Abbe's Notice no Transcript necessary no remedy 
January 17,2013} AMENDED ORDER GOVERNING PROCEDURE ON APPEAL 
January 22, 2013} L' Abbe's First Appellant's Brief 
February 20, 2013} RESPONDENT'S BRIEF 
February 20, 2013} MOTION TO AUGMENT THE STATEMENT IN SUPPORT THEREOF 
February 22, 2013} ORDER TO AUGMENT RECORD ON APPEAL 
March 18, 2013} L' Abbe's Objection to Order 
March 20, 2013} Denied from Pros. Attorney's Office on Order to Augment 
March 20, 2013} L' Abbe's Answer to Respondent's Brief 
April 3, 2013} L' Abbe's Motion of Disqualify on Pros. Attorney's. Denial 
May 21, 2013} L' Abbe's Mandatory Judicial Notice 
May 22, 2013} L' Abbe's Mandatory Judicial Notice-Demand Verify Order 
May 29, 2013} ADDENDUM DISCOVERY DISCLOSURE 
June 19, 2013} L' Abbe's Mandatory Judicial Notice-Objection to M. Decision 
July 12, 2013} L' Abbe's Demand for Re-Trial 
July 12, 2013} L' Abbe's Notice of Appeal to the Supreme Court 
July 19, 2013} L' Abbe's Objection to Obstruction of Justice. 
July 24, 2013} L' Abbe's Response to Notice of Appeal Filed & Request Cert. Mail 
Sept. 24, 2013} APPEAL RECORD FILED-APPLLANT'S BRIEF DUE 
October 16, 2013} L' Abbe's Payment of Court costs and fees under (TDC) 
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VII. JURISDICTION 
(1) L' Abbe has demanded proof of jurisdiction as is evidenced in his 
demand for a verified complaint filed June 1,2012 in a corporate 
tribunal, entered through Threat, Duress and Coercion. 
(2) L' Abbe has the Constitutional Unalienable Right [6th Amendment] to 
face his accusers. No Mr. Idaho has appeared, nor has any Corporate 
Contract been evidenced. (6th Amendment) 
(3) L' Abbe is not as evidenced in earlier affidavits a 14th Amendment 
slave as cited above, and in fact can prove unequivocally there is no 
validity in the 14th Amendment (fraud). 
On May 17,2012 Officer Stiles issued a citation # 1571144 for acting contrary to 
code section 49-654(2). 
L' Abbe was quite clear in his written June 1,2012 demand for verified complaint 
and reinforced in his courtroom appearance; L' Abbe was standing proper person Special 
Appearance under protest. Jurisdiction of this court was squarely challenged from the 
commencement. L' Abbe was then, and he is here and now demanding Ratification of 
Commencement in this blatantly unconstitutional action. 
There are numerous violations to include the i h Amendment of the Federal 
Constitution, and Article II to include the Idaho Constitution as well. These are primary 
examples of expressed violations, not to mention the intent of the authors. 
John Remington Graham, (Law Professor) FREE, SOVEREIGN and IND. Page 628-Pa. 
1 
''The so-called Fourteenth Amendment, therefore, served no legitimate objective which 
might not otherwise have been accomplished by proper means. It emitted the stench of 
political hated and raw corruption. Moreover, it was framed to assure rejection by the 
Southern States, without which it could never be lawfully adopted. And it was never 
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lawfully laid before the country in a resolution o.iCongress nor was it ever lawfully 
ratified by the several States. The published scholarship on this astonishing truth is 
impressive, and, although various contributions d~fier with each other on details ofiact 
and analysis, certain main points are undeniable. " 
We the People's erosion of confidence in the integrity of the legislative process to 
lawfully enact amendments, compounded with the court's failure to fulfill its 
Constitutional duty to act as a check against unlawful legislative enactment, has arisen 
from an attitude of entitlement and superiority, and therefore a treasonous violation of 
official's Oaths to support and defend our Constitution. 
The Oath and office necessarily contain, by its organic nature, a sacred 
responsibility to safeguard the Unalienable Rights of We the People. 
[See Table of Cases Page 13 # (4) Bradley v. Fisher, # (5) Brady v. U. S., # (6) Burkes v. 
Laskar and Page 15 # (17) Luther v . Borden] 
VIII. CONFLICT OF INTEREST 
Conflict of Interest destroys any thought of jurisdiction. 
(1) Judges and Prosecuting Attorneys working together is an attempt to extort 
money [Title 18 Section 1962] from "We the People", and as political appointees, Judges 
are parties to and beneficiaries of, extortion. It is apparent they have an undeniable 
conflict of interest in all controversies guaranteeing employment, therefore perpetrating 
the appearance of need for their "position." 
(2) "Finding of fact" and "conclusion of law" cannot be determined until the 
important, convincing and crucial evidence [the nature of the law and government policy 
pertinent to the vested right of defendant] is the probandum. 
(3) Judges: Magistrate; District; Appeal; Superior; Supreme Court Judges are not 
able to make any determinations (ruling) on the fact, law and nature of the law, because 
of their administrative "corporate" appointment. Therefore they are outside their 
jurisdiction, because of the overwhelming evidence there is "conflict of interest" by the 
way the Judges and government personnel are receiving compensation and benefits from 
the revenue drawn, (directly or indirectly), by revenue agents (police, clerks and etc.) into 
the treasury of the government. (See McLaughlin Tape) 
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IX. ADDITIONAL FACTS 
(a) Liability - Civil/Criminal Action as to jurisdiction. 
(1) Criminal action must verify the damaged party in order to maintain the 
liability germane to the action pursuant to Constitutional common law principles. 
Otherwise there would be no remedy essential to rigid Constitutional checks and 
balances. 
(2) Civil action, when the action, maintained by the responsible party, cannot 
verify the damaged party and a liability is demanded. This action is "Civil," 
therefore appropriate Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure do apply. There is no 
Constitutional authority provided to the Corporate State of Idaho to decree any 
criminal designation without a verified damaged party. 
L' Abbe then becomes the damaged party ripe for a Title 42 USC § 1983 action. 
See Table of Authorities Page 22 (# 2) John H. Wigmore, A Students' Textbook 
of the Law of Evidence [1935] Page 237 states in Sec. 239 (2). 
(3) A liability has been created here as "due process oflaw" [A rigid 
Constitutional requirement] has been blockaded and ignored. The issue of liability is 
paramount. 
[See Table of Cases Page 13 # (7) Chisholm v. Georgia, Page 14 # (9) Cruden 
v. Heale and # (12) Downes v. Bidwell] 
(b) Real party of interest Rule 17(a) IRCP as to jurisdiction. 
(1) L' Abbe's demand for ratification of commencement of this action, after a 
reasonable time, has demanded the dismissal of the action [on merits] on grounds 
that it has not been prosecuted pursuant to a 7th Amendment fully informed jury. 
(2) The reason the prosecutor [within their limited corporate powers] is not 
able to prosecute this action to its completion, is, there is no verification of a real 
party of interest. Therefore the lack of the real party of interest, points to "no 
jurisdiction." Defendant cannot face a paper corporation without evidence of 
contract. 
[See Table of Cases Page 16 #(30) Trinsev v. Pagliaro) and Page 15 # (17) 
Luther v. Borden - (6th Amendment)] 
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(c) Dismissal on the merits with prejudice for complete lack of jurisdiction. 
(1) This action should have been dismissed on the merits for reasons 
previously stated, and on the grounds the prosecutor [within their limited 
corporate powers] failed to verify the real party essential to this action as required 
under jury common law pursuant to the organic Constitution. As stated earlier, no 
officer of the court has authority to present evidence. 
(2) Deprivation of L' Abbe's substantive secured rights merits dismissal with 
prejudice, and in light of his sovereign condition are expressed "Unalienable secured 
Rights," including the 9th and 10th amendments. 
(3) Dismissal is evidential to the fact of "no jurisdiction." 
(d) Jury Common law principles as to jurisdiction. 
The reason for deciding "ratio decidendi" cases by Judges today are: 
(1) The U.S. and STATE Administrative Corporate Judiciary formed and 
adopted "Legal Positivism," under "prima/acie action" in 1938 [Eric v. Tompkins 
304 U.S. 64, 58 S. Ct. 817 (1938)], forcing Judges and Attorneys to accept the 
premise behind closed doors. A direct violation of the basic principle - - innocent 
until proven guilty. 
(2) Creating a force over time to Positive Law within a corporate regime, 
switching the burden of proof on the people, and stripping them of their unalienable 
secured rights. A Treasonous act upon We the People of the sovereign states. 
(3) In affect making claim that common law as defined in the organic 
Constitution was no longer "jus commune" (common natural rules of right) 
supreme law of the land. "But only the residue of that law after deducting Equity 
and Statute Law." [John Salmond, Jurisprudence 97 (Glanville L. Williams ed., 
10th ed. 1947)] 
See Table of Authorities Page 24 (# 4) [West's Encyclopedia of America Law: Civil 
Procedure "Civil court in the United States" Paragraph 4] 
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( e) "Prima facie" is used within Legal Positivism as a device to circumvent the 
organic nature of the common law principles in the Constitution (the people's 
sovereign condition) and our unalienable secured rights, acknowledged by the 
founding fathers expressed in the Declaration - "that all men are created equal, that 
they are endowed by their Creator with certain Unalienable Rights, that among 
these are Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happiness." 
(1) The issue of ratification of the 14th Amendment fraud - "jurisdiction." 
(1) "The 14th amendment derivative is questionable at best." - Graham (See 
table of authorities) (See Table of Cases Page 14 # (11) (Dyett v. Turner). The 
Confederates attempted succession was never recognized or accomplished. So how 
could the Union Army demand a duty to re-enter via a forced unconstitutional 
reconstruction enactment, thus, making the appearance of an enactment of the 14th 
Amendment. The Union's demand on the Confederate States to ratify the 14th under 
threat, duress and coercion violated their right to represent their constituents in the 
establishment of representative due process. 
(2) There was never a quorum in the federal legislature to ever initiate the 
Federal process to prepare for submission to the States. None of the southern States 
sent representatives to the federal Legislature. 
(3) Southern Legislators were persecuted and threatened, and in some cases shot 
at in firing squads, and then replaced with unelected carpetbaggers imported by the 
Union occupation forces with Military oppressors in the legislature. Without the 
appropriate initiation process in the federal Legislature, the ratification process 
cannot commence. Appellant demands the courts define their authority. 
See Table of Authorities Page 22 (# 3) John Remington Graham, (Law Professor) 
"FREE, SOVEREIGN and INDEPENDENT STATES" - The Intended Meaning of 
the American Constitution (2009) - Page 628, 1st and 2nd Paragraph. 
(4) Rights can not be abrogated by any laws from legislation. Time limits are 
included. See Table of eases - (# 19) Miranda v. Arizona 380 U.S. 436 (1966). 
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(5) The Bill of Rights is the barrier from the applied "juris 
Separation of Powers as to jurisdiction. 
(1) The National Government [U.S.] through congress, has created a 
corporation merely by virtue of its authority to legislate for a particular territory 
[District of Columbia (Article I, §8, CI. 17), Possessions, Territories or other 
property (Article IV, §3, CI. 2), belonging to the U.S.] foreign to [U.S. v. Perkins 
163 U.S. 625] the 50 state governments where the people are Sovereign and our 
government (Federal or State) may only assume such powers as We the People 
specifically delegate to it, for the purpose of securing our Unalienable Rights [life, 
liberty, happiness and property]. 
(2) Within the jurisdiction of the U.S. Corporation, Judges were allowed to 
consider any case law prior to 1938 [Eric v. Tompkins 304 U.S. 64, 58 S. Ct. 817 
(1938)], but since have been operating under "public policy" in the interest of the 
nation's creditors - destroying public common law in accord with the Constitution. 
Reconstruction Act of 1871 introduced, and treasonously put into place during an 
administration asleep at the switch, and coerced by the financial cartels, opened the 
way for corporate interests and agenda. 
(3) All courts are Corporate Administrative tribunals, operating under a 
colorable admiralty jurisdiction called statutory jurisdiction and all Judges 
administer to the Corporate, and all Lawyers are officers of the colorable courts. 
See Table of Definitions Page 17 (# 2) [Black's Law Dictionary 4th Edition (appearance 
special) Page 125 & 126J Therefore the whole judiciary is administering the 
bankruptcy of the U.S. declared by Roosevelt in 1933. 
(4) In order to have liberty, it is absolutely necessary that the government should 
be constituted that one man need not be afraid of others. When legislative and executive 
powers are united in the same person or in the same body of magistrates, there can be no 
liberty. 
See Table of Authorities Page 22 (# 3) John Remington Graham, (Justice) "FREE, 
SOVEREIGN and INDEPENDENT STATES" - The Intended Meaning of the American 
Constitution (2009) - Page 326, lSI Paragraph 
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(6) The Tenth Amendment created by the people is a check and balance for the 
enforcement to the protection of the people's unalienable rights to be secure. Federal 
granted powers are to secure the rights of the sovereignty of the people against state 
encroachments, and the granted powers to the states, are, to safeguard the people's rights 
against federal encroachments. 
This amendment was included in the Constitution at the time by the same 
enlightened man who wrote the text that begins "We the People of these united 
States ... ," and can in no way be construed or distorted to abrogate the rest of the 
document they so eloquently enumerated. Any such claim to usurp power defies 
common sense, and can only be seen as a defiant esoteric attempt to power grab. 
TREASON. 
(g) The framers of the Constitution conceived government was not of distinct 
sovereignties, but rather of a mixed sovereignty of checks and balances between the 
State and the Federal, to maintain the people's secured rights; life, liberty and the 
pursuit of happiness. See Table of Cases: 
Page 13 (# 3) [Billings v. Hall, 7 CA. 1] 
(# 7) [Chisholm v. Georgia, 2 Dall. (U.S. 471,IL Ed. 440] 
Page 16 (# 28) [Texas v. White, 7 Wall (U.S.) 700 19L. Ed. 227]. 
(h) Right to have a consultant as to jurisdiction. 
(1) It is the judge's responsibility to correctly advise a defendant as to law, 
procedure, and rigid Constitution when the issue of assistance is requested. 
(2) Refusal to do so is an actionable offense and must be prosecuted. 
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X. CLOSING STATEMENT 
(1) L' Abbe as a sovereign understands the principles of law without judicial 
"interpretation." It is this understanding that defines his freedom. When policies 
and procedures are written to abrogate our freedom, they are null and void in our 
Republic. 
(2) L' Abbe who chose his venue in a 7th Amendment court which was 
summarily overruled, was then convicted in a unconstitutionally corporate 
administrative court focused on judging only the facts, which are not at issue. 
Conviction based on solely judgment of facts, arising out of unconstitutional 
rhetoric, and unchecked by the judiciary were brought to bare by the "police force", 
thereby completing the cycle of tyranny. Blatant violations of checks and balance, 
Separation of Powers, and Right to Due Process must be stopped here and now by 
the people - the final check in our Constitutional Republic. 
(3) The revenue generated by these unconstitutional and administrative 
corporate procedures reveal a very clear conflict of interest. Treason. Corporate 
government entities operating outside of their jurisdiction generate job security for 
court officials at the expense of We the People. 
(4) Corporations and Government entities have no rights expressed in the 
Constitution for the United States, they do however have duties and responsibilities 
to protect the rights of We the People. In this action, Discovery was never 
appropriately answered. 
(5) L' Abbe's freedom does not come from the opinions of men, judges, 
legislatures or any other forms. They come from nature at birth - "Unalienable 
Rights." Therefore freedom cannot be given nor taken by any form but 
acknowledged in the Organic Constitution: by the form of the 9th Amendment; by 
the force of the 10th Amendment; and by the authority of the 7th Amendment. 
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(6) In light of the proceeding, it is abundantly apparent that L'Abbe's demand 
from the commencement was, and will continue to be the i h Amendment court with a 
Constitutionally duly appointed judge and fully informed jury. John Jay, Chief Justice of the 
U.S. Supreme Court, in Georgia v. Brailsford said: "The jury has the right to determine 
both the law as well as the fact in controversy." 
(7) All rights of the people must be secured, or our country has been 
dissolved and admiralty [Corporate] law dictates. At the time of their writing, the founders 
could not have conceived any claim of such authority over our Constitution, foundation of 
U. S.law. If the foundation fails, the entire system collapses, and we must be living under 
rule of the biggest guns, and control of the jails used to intimidate We the People into 
submission. How long do you think the illusion can last, the people are waking up! 
(8) In light of all that has transpired in these proceedings and hearings, 
[under L' Abbe's protest] - the matter of perverted power and totalitarian control is clearly 
revealed. 
(9) These courts relentless attempts to conspire against L' Abbe's unalienable 
secured rights using threat, intimidation, oppression or injury to control my life is, has, and 
always will be futile. The people are the sovereigns of the substantive law "the Organic 
Constitutional Supreme law", acknowledged in the Declaration and secured in the Organic 
Constitution, 
Power and control are in the minds of the people. 
(10) "There are exceptions to the types of cases that the Federal Rules now 
control but they are few in number and somewhat esoteric" - See Table of Authorities (# 4) 
West's Encyclopedia of American Law, Civil procedure, "Civil court in the United States" 
paragraph four sentence two. In the words of the corporate regime "elite Banking Cartel," 
this appears to be one of those few in number, "esoteric." 
(11) The fraud of the 14th Amendment is proven, therefore all attempts 
with the use of the courts [corporate statutes] "color oflaw" to control my mind with the 
threat of usurped power and injury, is a nUllity. Therefore, do what you have to do quickly, 
then, I will respond appropriately. 
(12) All references in this brief are extremely pertinent to the subject 
matter at hand. 
(Date Oct. 28.2013. # CR-IN-2012-2J020 M J NoticeIBrie{-(speeding(- Page 36 o{38( 
XI. Do REQUEST of RELIEF: (all remedies) 
(1) The treasonous actions of this de-facto Lower tribunal be over turned and declared "null 
and void" due to their total lack of jurisdiction and blatant contempt of our rigid Constitution. 
These judges must be removed, impeached, and prosecuted. 
(2) Sanctions must be placed on the lower courts guaranteeing they cannot and do not exceed 
their jurisdiction, nor violate authority. Any court that refuses to stay within the Rigid 
Constitutional authority and higher court rulings, must be sanctioned and warned of the Title 42 
USC § 1983 Liabilities and Possibilities. 
(3) Time limit on appeals or any attempt to abrogate the rights of the people, is blatantly 
unacceptable, including our 1 st Amendment Right of Redress. 
(4) There may be further remedies under consideration. 
There are over 80,000 pages of "law" created by the federal government in just one year 
alone, and most likely as many at state and local levels. Additionally, one would have to navigate 
through over 2,927 pages of rules. One of We the People would have to invest many lifetimes of 
research to sustain a defense of our unalienable rights, which by common sense, is an 
impossibility. 
IX. Under the Habeas Corpus section of the Initial Review Order it states, he must 
first "give the state courts one full opportunity to resolve any Constitutional issues by invoking 
one complete round of the States established review process ... called exhaustion of the State 
court remedies". 
Remedy at the state level cannot be exhausted, if as a state prosecutor recently stated, an 
Article III Court does not exist in the State of Idaho. 
The Corporate State of Idaho has absolutely no authority to initiate an action against one of 
We the People, if as the prosecutor stated, there is no Article III Court, because without it - - -
there is no remedy! 
The appeals process is no more than a deception, an illusion that "justice" [Due Process] is 
being served. 
X. The corporate State of Idaho's review process is one they falsely claim as "free 
review." Essentially, defendant L' Abbe' has learned this is no more than unbridled use 
of judicial opinion, assuming the authority to amend the Constitution from the bench. 
Furthermore, "exhaustion of state court remedies" has no place in reality, because the State has 
no 7th Amendment court - and no remedy. 
[Date Oct. 28.2013. # CR-IN-2012-2J020 M J NoticeIBrie{-[speedingl- Page 370(381 
In the best interest of justice, dismiss this unconstitutional action on its merits 
with prejudice, or defendant L' Abbe' must demand his 1st Amendment Right of 
Redress of Grievances at the federal level - - - in a 7th Amendment Court, with a 
fully informed jury. In light of actions of this nature, We the People have no choice 
but to return to the attitudes prevailing at the writing of our rigid Constitution. 
DATED THIS 28tb Dayof October, 2013. 
Stephen L' Abbe being sworn, deposes and says: 
(1) That the party is the appellant in the above-entitled briefs on appeal and that 
all statements in this notice of appeal are true and correct to the best of his 
knowledge and belief. 
(2) All issues and statements within this brief are under L' Abbe's rigid 
Constitutionally secured unalienable rights with "form" 9th Amendment, "force" 
10tb Amendment and "authority" 7th Amendment. 
q 
. L' Abbe,' suijuris 
ACKNOWLEDGMENT: SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me a Notarv 
Public of the State of Idaho, County of Ada on this, the 28tb day of October, 2013. 
Notary public 
My Commission Expires on: ----io...::::::.r-:=------f-''-¥------
KATHY M FONTAINE 
Notary Public 
State of Idaho 
[Date Oct. 28, 2013. # CR-IN-20I2-21020 M J NoticeIBrief-lspeeding/- Page 38 0(381 
OFFER OF PROOF 
FILED 
H ISTOPHER D. RICH, 
CLERK OF THE CT COURT 
IDAHO 
"IS. Meridian 
Defense Attorney _______________ _ 
SSN XXX-XX----- Interpreter present 
CHARGE(s): OTHER __________________________ ~ __ _ 
IN CHAMBERS PER WRITIEN GUILTY PLEA 
DECISION: o WHJ Revoked 
PENALTY: FINE ~.;::;:;;;......;;:;;;......;; _____ _ JAIL ---==-___ _ 
RESTITUTION T _____ _ 
REORDER: JAIL _____ _ ___ CTS CLASSES _________ _ 
SUSPENDED days beginning ; or 
CONSECUTIVE TO ANY C 0 Absolute ion __ days 
PROBATION ORDERED/cONDITIONS: Supervised Probation Expires: Unsupervised Probation ;:::""iy .. ",· _--::-:,--__ _ 
Pfll.arl!lmS (re) Ordered: (Defined on Responsibilities Form) 181 Commit no new crimes Discretionary jail days to Probation OffIcer __ _ 
No Alcohol Pass/Consumption Refuse no evidentiary test for drugs/alcohol (BAC) 
AlcoholiDrug Ed hrs Anger Management hrs __ Tobacco Ed hrs Driving School hrs __ _ 
Victim's Panel Theft classes h,s Domestic Violence Treatment Weeks Cog Self Change 
Classes and treatment per Probation OffIcer o OTHER _______________________ _ 
TOTAL DAYS JAIL TO SERVE::: ___ _ o Concurrent to Case l1umber(s): _--,=-:::,.--_-. ___ -,.,-_______ _ 
o 
o or 
o Concurrent to all cases 0 Consecutive to any other cases 
must be completed, with NO OPTIONS available. 0 ___ days must be fully completed, with INTERIM JAIL available. 
$_--- o ____ SAP ___ ABC o Interlock Funds (after use of any cafeteria funds) 
OR 0 THE FOLL.OWlNG options offered by the County Sheriff are available to the defendant IF he/she meets the requirements of the Sheriffs 
programs, 
o All ,,~.,'~~~ 
o Any ::;'~~hi.,~;;-;:.fii::;' Options: 
Wk Rls days; SCS Hs. Arr. (2 for 1) days (1 for days 
o If Sheriffs Office, defendant is allowed to serve in County at defendant's expense. 
service, Defendant must first report to Day Reporting Center within 48 hours. 
for any 
o Release Defendant this 
T-DOCKET 
I OFFER OF PROOF I 
26 2013 
CHRISTOPHER O. RiCH, Cieri;; 
AMVlVCAN 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH mDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE'ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, Case No. CR-IN-2012-0021020 
vs. NOTICE OF HEARING 
Stephen D. L'Abbe, 
Defendant. 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE That the Honorable Michael McLaughlin, District Judge, has 
set this matter for Oral Argument on Mav 1st, 2013 at 3:00 p.m., at the Ada County Courthouse, 
W. Front, Boise, Idaho. 
Clerk of the District 
Ada County, Idaho 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
CARY B. COLAIANNI 
BOISE CITY ATTORNEY 
Ralph R. Blount 
Assistant City Attorney 
I OFFER OF PROOF I 
BOISE CITY ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 
P.O. Box 500 
Boise, Idaho 83701-0500 
Telephone; (208) 384-3870 
Idaho State Bar No. 5966 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
v. 












Case No. CR-IN-2012-0021020 
ORDER AFFIRMING JUDGMENT 
ON APPEAL 
THE COURT, having considered the trial record and the briefs in Appellant Stephen 
David L'Abbe's appeal from his infraction judgment for speeding in violation of I.C. § 49-
654(2), arguing the Magistrate Court lacked subject matter and personal jurisdiction over him, 
provided Notice of Hearing for oral argument on the 1st day of May, 2013, at 3:00 p.m. The 
State appeared telephonically. Appellant L' Abbe did not appear. Thereafter, the Court entered 
its oral ruling on the record, concluding Appellant L'Abbe's jurisdictional challenges without 
merit, affinning the Magistrate Court judgment on intermediate appeal, and directing the State to 
provide a written Order. 
ORDER AFFIRMING JUDGMENT ON APPEAL - 1 maf 
I OFFER OF PROOF I 
Mcl aughlin K Johnson OS:O'f13 F Morris .. · ... ---.·-·---.. ·-·-· ·--·-·- Courtroom 509 
Time Speaker Note . 
2:42:30 PM i iCRIN12.21020 State v. Stephen L'Abbe 
····2·:42: 3o ..·pK;f1c·ourt·· .. ··-··",,·,,···· · ..···· .. -·!i5alis"·ca·se·.-···Rai·ph··siOu·nt"for·th·e"·State-:··· .. Deft .. not"pres·enC··· · ..·· ··_·· .... · 
· ..·3 .. :0S·:·3·1· ··j=>"M·+C·ourt···  ...... ····· .. ·· .. · ..···_-··lc·ounseT·is··by··Ph·one:····· ············ .. ······ ......... ...... _ ............ -............. ........... ...... ....... .. .... ....... .....................  
.... i ·Oif37'"PM···lc·ourt .. ·:· .. ·_ .. · ..· .. · .._ .. ·_ .. [oraf"a·rgume'nt"was'''scheduie''d'"at''3':'66-pm~b'et=rn''ot'r)"res'erli:' ... .. ........ .. 
! : 
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.. ·} : .. Og·jTp ..M· ..lcourt· .._ .. ··  ..· ........ _ .. · .... · .."(\l\iilrtaks· .. up-fhe··2 .. ·matters~ .. · ..Motion·to-disquajjfy .. by-the·de;ft:·  ....  _ .........  
~ lDenies motion to disqualify with or without cause. No basis for 
! ~cause demonstrated and no supporting affidavit. 
: ; 
.. · ..3":'1·O';4'(j"PM .. ·t-M·r~· .. BToljnC .. -' .... +Res·ponse·=·nothTng· ..fli'rther: .................. · .. · ..· .. · ..·_· .... · .... ·  ..-........ ·,·_·· ......................  ,............... -........ -
.. ··i ·1·0·:S:nS·M .. ·t·C·o .. u .. ii .. _·_· ...... · ..·· ...... ···!·Ki1'otlon-for"ap'pear="wii'fdeny"the"'re'i'ie(requestecj"by .. thedeft:·· ..·No .. 
1 ltranscript but was directly on jurisdiction. Reviews the file. Deft 
I !didn't support the with authority. Court will decline to grant that 
! Irelief and will find that the COurt has personal jurisdiction over 
~ jthe deft based upon the statutue and case law. State's case 
! !Iaw. Deft 6th Amendment Right has not been violated. Court 
l !cites additional case law. Magistrate does have jurisdiction. 
l 149-654(2) speeding citation. Magistrate did have jurisdiction due 
I Ito the infraction rules and the statutes. Right to a jury trial - cites 
I !case law. Magistrate did have jurisdiction and the magistrate 
1 lfound the deft of speeding is proper and will reaffirm the 
lmagistrate decision. Mr. Blount will issue the order and that the 
I ruling was done in open court. , 
, f 
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OF THE FOURTH DISTRICT 
THE COUNTY OF ADA, MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
LETTER 
Name: ________ ~~--------------__ -----
Telephone number: ~~-=-~ ___ -.--.:.--..!..--f-~-
*2 C 
" ______ State: Zip Code __ _ 
to your letter be sent 
OFFER OF PROOF 
REQUEST TO INSPECT OR COpy JUDICIAL RECORDS 
Fax: 208-281-6919 (or) Mail to: Ada County Court Clerk's Office, 
Attn: Records Desk, 200 W. Front St, Boise, lD 
~r / ,'7 
Date Requested: ~ L-u:7 I:> Clerk Taking Request: 
j 
I ~~---
Case .. Party Name 
I. C'12 - it!.- u) (2-- 002-1 07.-05J((../ [ }P 1,\ ( r i i , ( I I ,I ,;:. 




5. ~ if. '7: Requestor Name:=:t: • 7-:. Y1~ wI __________ _ 
r .Jk.J;..·.~...ci3 ~~'r '-e .. z.:: 
Phone Number: \2 .' tJ) 8 '5/2 .- t tJ (J-- or ____________ _ 
PARTY WILL BE NOTIFIED WITHIN 3 WORKING DAYS OF ACTION BEING TAKEN, 
CLERK'S OFFICE WILL ATTEMPT TO LOCATE THE FILE WITHIN 10 WORKING DAYS. 
pew and/or 0 Copy "f(documents requested): _______________ _ 
signed wben file is viewed******* 
Party viewing fiie:-;L&I~~=~~~~i:i~~tA:z::;;j~;:<-4:tc~5J~=::2-~ff-f.-;::::!3'~ __ -
/ 
:;. * :;. '" :;. '" '" '" :I< '" * '" * '" '" '" '" '" * * Portion to be filled out by Clerk's Office'" '" :I< '" * :I< '" * '" '!' :I< '" '" :I< '" 
Location: RRC 0 _______ _ Criminal Files 0 Laserfiche 0 Film 0 Appeals 0 
Judge/Other '¢ ro~ , Date E-Mailed:O _______ _ 
-/.''J q '(, ti iLl"thk,i-, rJ.,;,/ 
e ••••••••••••••••••••• ~, ~.~ ••••• ~JJ~.~.~~ ..• ~.'\ .... r~.~~ ..............................•....... ~~ .......... * •••••••••••••••••• ~ 
Contacts: J .. /l , 
1. Date: Time: ·3: O! Clerk: -+~~~"-=""""-____ _ 
filL ~ -h{/~ 
2. Date: Time: Clerk: ________ _ 
CalledlMessage/etc. _______________________ _ 
3. Date: _______ Time: _______ Clerk: ________ _ 
CaUedlMessage/etc. _______________________ _ 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 ••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please Cbeck: 0 Viewed 0 Copies Made 0 Returned to Location 0 Hold, Returning to View 
Initial when completed: ______ Date completed I Notes: _________ _ 
** ... BE HELD FOR ONE WEEK **** 
v. 
FFER OF PROOF 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 


















and ULLV..,.""U Ralph 
Attorney, and the follo~ing A.OOerLOUJtn ltC'",,",,,,,,,,,,] Disclosure. 
complied 




(2) Co-defendant's Statement: NI A 
(3) Defendant's Prior Record: N/A 
DocUJtnents 
furnishing the following mt{)mJlatum e~llaence 
Reports of Examinations Tests: 
- 1 
IOFFER OF PROOFI 
(6) Witnesses: 
It has come to our attention that Officer Jeff Stiles has separated employment 
from the Boise City Police Department. An internal investigation revealed that in 
2008 he took and used tires and rims from a vehicle seized for forfeiture for his 
own use. When he learned that the vehicle would not be forfeited, he returned the 
tires and rims to the vehicle for return to the owner. 
Pursuant to our obligations under Brady v. Maryland, Giglio v. United States and 
their progeny, as well as our obligation pursuant to Idaho Professional Rule of 
Conduct 3.8, the State makes this disclosure to you. 
Because this involves a confidential personnel matter, to the extent you wish to 
explore this issue further, we can seek an en camera review ·.before the-handling 
Judge. Should you seek this en camera review, please contact the handling 
attorney. 
DATED this 29th day of May, 2013. 
Ralph R. Blount 
Assistant City Attorney 







set matter for 
;oUItnoluse. 200 




OF IN AND FOR OF ADA 
CR-IN-20 1 2-002 1 020 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
NOTICE That the Honorable Michael McLaughlin, District Judge, has 
Argument on May 29th, 2013 at 4:00 p.m., at the Ada County 
CHRISTOPHER D. 
Clerk of the District 
County, Idaho 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
I OFFER OF PROOF' 
Stephen D. L' Abbe, sui juris (Independent) 
% 1614 Manitou Avenue 
Boise, Idaho 83706 
Special Appearance with assistance 
Ullder Protest and Objection 
In the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the 
State, Idaho, in and for the County, Ada 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
unconstitutional Plaintiff, ) Vio. -Speeding Code Section 49-654(2) 
) Case No. CR-IN-2012-0021020 
vs. ) 
) MANDATORY JUDICIAL NOTICE 
Stephen D. L' Abbe ) 
so called defendant, Appellant ) 
OFFER OF PROOF 
attached: 
To the Fourth District Court 
cc: JUDGE Michael McLaughlin 
cc: Magistrate Theresa Gardunia 
cc: Lawrence Wasden, ATTORNEY GENERAL 
cc: Prosecuting Attorney's Office 
Copy of Supplement to Notice of Appeal- last filed 4/4/2013 
Copy of Notice to the Court- filed 5/13/2011 
Copy of L' Abbe's Affidavit filed 05/21/2013 
I, Stephen D. L' Abbe, hereby attest and affirm that, to the best of my knowledge 
and belief, the following is true and correct this date: May 21, 2013. 
1. Defendant L' Abbe' (No Due Process) Reiterates objection to Pro Se. 
2. Defendant L' Abbe' Reiterates objection to corporate reference. Defendant is 
Stephen D. L' Abbe'. 
{5/21/13, # CR-IN-2012-21020 Mandatorv Judicial Notice- fspeedl- Page 10(12 I 
;IPAl SERVICES BUREAU 
POBOX 16155 
AUSTIN, TX 18161-6155 
(rolL FREE: (800) 616-0166 
AUSTIN, TX: (512) 454-4151 
. Reference No: 12923182 
Dear STEPHEN D LABBE: 
IOFFER OF PROOFI 
September 26,2013 
HOURS OF OPERATION: 
MON - FRI: 7AM -11PM CST 
SAT: SAM - 5PM CST 
Date: September 26, 2013 
Total Due: $85.00 
This letter is to inform you that you have outstanding court fines and/Of fees with Ada County Court. If 
payment in full is not received within 30 days from the receipt date below further collection activity may occur 
and additional fees may be applied. The total amount you must pay is $85.00. 
To avoid further collection activity, all payments need to be made to Ada County Court and you MUST 
provide this letter with payment or the courts might refuse payment directly to them due to the date 
requirement that must be met. Please send a money order, payable to the Court at the address below. You 
can also make a payment in person at the court. but you MUST bring this letter to insure the courts can 
accept your payment due to the date requirement that must be met pursuant to the contract obligations. 







We are required under state law to notify consumers of the foflowing rights. This list does not contain a 
complete list of the rights consumers have under state and federal/aw. 
ADA COUNTY COURT ACCEPTS PERSONAL CHECKS AND MONEY ORDERS. 
CREDIT CARD PAYMENTS ARE ACCEPTED IN PERSON AT THE COURTHOUSE, 200 W. FRONT STREET, 
ADA COUNTY CLERK'S OFFICE. 
- OETACH LOWER PORTION AND R;:1lIl!'. ~~~~~: •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ............. ".................................................................................. . .. 
STEPHEN 0 LABBE 
1614 Manitou Ave 
10630 NE Eugene St 
Portland OR 97220-3731 
September 26, 2013 
ON1 Reference: 12023182 
Account Number: CR-iN-2012-0021020 
Total Fine Amount $85.00 
Amount Paid: $, ____ _ 
Please make your payment payable to: 
Ada County Court 
REMIT PAYMENTS TO: 
ADA COUNTY COURT 
200 W FRONT STREET 
BOISE 10 83702·7300 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE LIST 
For 
APPELLANT'S BRIEF on APPEAL to the Supreme Court as follows on October 
28,2013 to: AFFIDAVIT by appellant/defendant, with due respect and with two witnesses of mailing this 
date 
(AI! Rights reserved). 
HAND delivery to: 
1. To the Supreme Court of Idaho: Stephen W. Kenyon, CLERK ofthe 
Courts, 451 West State Street, Boise, Idaho 83702 
2. Lawrence Wasden, ATTORNEY GENERAL, Capital Building, Room C210, 
700 W. Jefferson Street, P. O. Box 83720, Boise Idaho 83720-0010 
3. OFFICE OF THE COURT of the 4th Judicial District of Ada County, 200 W. 
Front Street, Boise, Idaho 83702. 
4. PROSECUTING ATTORNEY'S OFFICE of the City of Boise, 150 N. 
Capitol Blvd, Boise, Idaho 83702. 
Of this Appellant's Brief hand delivery to this Service List above on October 28,2013 
1. ______ ~~~ __________________________________ __ 
[Witness] 
[Witness) 
PROOF OF SERVICE 
(Date Oct. 28, 2013. # CR-IN-2012-21020 M J Notice/Brief-(speedingl- Page 1 or1d 
